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CROATIA IN THE SECOND STAGE OF TRANSITION,

1994–1999

Abstract

The paper attempts to summarize the important aspects of the transition experience in

Croatia, focusing upon the second stage of transition, 1994-1999. The presentation is not

historical, but rather links similar problems using international data comparisons and oc-

casionally cross-section econometrics. Many topics are briefly surveyed: 1) relation be-

tween money growth, inflation, exchange rate regime and currency substitution; 2) deter-

minants and costs of banking crisis; 3) relation between banking supervision, central bank

credibility and exchange rate regime; 4) underlying reasons for the emergence of arrears in

economy; 5) relationship between monetary and fiscal policy; 6) reasons for poor export

performance and high external imbalance in Croatia; and 7) some basic labor market devel-

opments. The paper also draws some policy conclusions.
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Velimir [onje and Boris Vuj~i}

CROATIA IN THE SECOND STAGE
OF TRANSITION, 1994–1999

Introduction

The year 1999 has witnessed a number of conferences on the “decade of transition.”

The syntagma of the “decade of transition” is an attempt to summarize the experien-

ces of various countries moving from planned economies to market economies. We at-

tempt to summarize the important aspects of the transition experience in Croatia, fo-

cusing upon the second stage of transition, 1994–1999.

There are four main reasons for such an approach. First, in some fields (e.g., the

labor market and price liberalization), “transition” started many years ago, while

Croatia was still a part of the former Yugoslavia. Second, although Croatia won its in-

dependence in 1991, the war and the occupation of a third of Croatian territory1 dur-

ing the initial years of “transition” overshadowed economic issues. Third, the main

economic events in that period (Croatia’s ability to shoulder the burdens of the war

and provide for the refugees on its territory, together with the successful exchange

rate-based stabilization program in late 1993) have already been described in the lit-

erature (e.g., Anu{i}, Rohatinski, [onje, et al., 1995; [onje and [kreb, 1995) but there

is a dearth of literature on the second half of the nineties. Finally, in the second stage

of “transition” (starting in 1994), Croatia increasingly resembled some of the other

advanced countries in transition. This was especially the case after 1995, when

Croatia liberated its previously occupied territories. However, throughout the transi-

tion period, in some respects Croatia was more similar to other countries, notably

Latin American, regarding currency substitution.

The Croatian experience is presented here in terms of international comparisons.

The presentation is not historical but links similar problems using international data

comparisons and cross-section econometrics.

The first section presents stylized facts about the two stages of the transition, us-

ing six macroeconomic indicators. Among the eight transition countries, Croatia had

the highest average inflation rate during the first stage of transition (1991–1993) and

the lowest average inflation rate in the second stage (1994–1998). Money per unit of

output growth did not follow the same pattern. Money growth was the highest in the

first stage but also remained the highest (except for the high inflation countries of Ro-

mania and Bulgaria) in the second stage.

The cross-section econometrics in the second section are based on the data set for

forty-four developing countries (including the eight transition countries). Regression

1

1 Most of the statistics from that period are quite unreliable.



analyses yields the unit coefficient in the regression of inflation on money growth per

unit of output when the effect of exchange rate variability is properly accounted for.

Higher exchange rate variability implies higher inflation and a higher velocity of

money. However, Croatia remained an unexplainable outlier in this regression. In the

third section, the lower inflation rate than expected for Croatia is partially explained

by currency substitution. In the same section, it is shown that a drop in the velocity of

broad money containing FX deposits does not necessarily mean reverse currency sub-

stitution after stabilization. The drop in the measured velocity of broad money may

have occurred due to the new foreign exchange deposits which flowed into the bank-

ing system as a result of an overall increase in confidence and credibility following

successful disinflation. These inflows may be the source of the recorded “irreversibil-

ity” of the currency substitution (measured by the ratio of FX deposits to broad

money, which was growing during the second stage of transition in Croatia).

In the fourth section, it is shown that the interest rate policy of the banks was the

reason for strong capital inflows (FX deposits). Distressed domestic banks were at-

tracting FX deposits by offering high interest rates on deposits in foreign currency.

After the rehabilitation of the big banks with inherited problems (from the socialist

period and the war) started to yield fruits in the mid 90s, in 1998 a second banking cri-

sis began.

The first banking crisis was much more expensive in terms of fiscal costs (esti-

mated at 22 percent of the GDP). However, this crisis emerged due to the legacy of the

past and some “exceptional circumstances,” including the dissolution of the former

state and the war. The second banking crisis was much cheaper in terms of the ex-

pected fiscal costs (5 percent of the GDP),2 and was to some extent a consequence of

the fact that capital inflows were in part an unhealthy process related to moral haz-

ards and imprudent banking practices.

The fifth section discusses the relation between banking supervision, central bank

credibility and the exchange rate regime. The second banking crisis seriously under-

mined the hard-earned credibility of the Croatian National Bank, which is responsible

for banking supervision. While bank failures and crises are unavoidable in transition,

an important issue for central bankers is to monitor whether some of the macroeco-

nomic policies are having an adverse systemic impact on the banks. The exchange rate

was a natural candidate for investigation. We conclude that the presence of currency

substitution shifts optimum exchange rate flexibility towards the lower level for a

given quality of the banking system in general and banking supervision in particular.

Hence, the Croatian experience points to important links: greater exchange rate flexi-

bility is required as long as banking supervision and general financial stability are not

strong enough to support a credible exchange rate peg. On the other hand, the social

costs of exchange rate flexibility are likely to increase with currency substitution.

Section six discusses the problem of arrears. We discuss the underlying reason for

the emergence of arrears in the economy, i.e. poor enforcement of contracts by the

government. In the absence of contract enforcement, the resulting Nash equilibrium

is necessarily a bad one. We therefore propose some intervention to shift the economy

V. [onje and B. Vuj~i}
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towards a good equilibrium. The Croatian example suggests that arrears or “financial

indiscipline” could also be viewed as the asymmetric enforcement of rules between

residents and nonresidents. This has important implications for determining the ex-

change rate regime. In the absence of contract enforcement and in a situation of weak

reputational disciplinary effect, even small expected depreciation makes it optimal to

exchange domestic debt for a foreign exchange claim, and the quickest (and cheapest)

form of issuing domestic debt in such an environment is arrears. This might shift opti-

mum exchange rate flexibility towards the lower level in order to avoid the accumula-

tion of arrears. However, the accumulation of arrears may also be a perfect way of fi-

nancing an attack on domestic currency, which makes the fixed exchange rate a less

viable solution unless the fix is perfectly credible. In a situation of high interest rates,

arrears are also the cheapest type of short-term financing for enterprises.

Section seven discusses the relationship between monetary and fiscal policies. It

shows that the government was involved in the dangerous game of announcing its ex-

pected GDP growth rate at the time of parliamentary budget discussions, which made

an impact upon the public perception of the policy regime and introduced a perma-

nent strain in fiscal policy decision making. Given the fact that public expenditures

were difficult to reduce when both the domestic and foreign sources of financing were

limited, the government switched to an accumulation of arrears instead of budget

cuts. Despite the fact that the arrears did much harm to the economy, the government

arrears were a sign that the monetary policy was not being subordinated to the fiscal

policy.

Section eight discusses the reasons for the poor export performance and high ex-

ternal imbalance in Croatia. The main reasons behind the lagging export performance

of Croatia, in comparison to other advanced transition economies, are the impact of

the war (in the region, not only in Croatia) on the economy, particularly tourism, the

exclusion of Croatia from trade associations, particularly the EU and CEFTA, and the

lack of FDIs (particularly greenfield FDIs) in comparison to other advanced transition

economies.

Section nine demonstrates that the labor market developments have mostly mir-

rored the developments in the real sector, since the demand for labor is directly de-

rived from the demand for the goods and services that it helps to produce. The compa-

rable (ILO-based) unemployment rate in Croatia is approximately at the average level

for CEE transition economies but the trend is upward because the country recently

experienced a recession. Much of the unemployment problem is of a structural nature

and will be difficult to resolve in the near future. Structural changes in the labor mar-

ket have been relatively rapid. Compared to other transition countries, Croatia ap-

pears to have been quite successful in terms of the speed and direction of the struc-

tural change in the labor market3 during the early years of the transition process.

However, as in other transition countries, the process of restructuring the labor mar-

ket has mainly been a consequence of job destruction in sectors, with high hidden un-

employment rather than job creation in sectors with growth potential.

Croatia in the Second Stage of Transition, 1994 – 1999
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1. The Two Stages in the First Decade

of Transition: Stylized Facts

The decade of transition can be roughly divided into two stages. The first was charac-

terized by declining output, price liberalization, high inflation and the initial desi-

gning of market economy institutions. During the second, output recovery began, in-

flation declined, important institutions of the market economy began to function, and

the transition countries became increasingly integrated into the world financial mar-

kets and gained access to financing, which widened current account deficits.

The distinction between the two stages is provisional. Judgment about the exact

year or a period when a country passed from the first to the second depends on the set

of macroeconomic indicators used to distinguish the stages. We used a set of six indica-

tors: fiscal deficit to the GDP, the BOP current account deficit to the GDP; openness,

i.e., imports of goods to the GDP; CPI inflation, real output growth and money (M1

per unit of output) growth. Data for the eight transition countries (Bulgaria, Croatia,

the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia) are presented

in Table 1 in the Appendix. The demarcation between the two stages is 1993/94 (1994

is assumed to be the first year of the second stage) because output generally began to

recover and inflation declined around that time. Despite the war, Croatia fits into this

average experience.

Six stylized facts emerg from studying the annual data:

1. Seven out of the eight countries have passed from the first to the second stage of

transition. Inflation and output vary considerably in Romania and, therefore, it is

impossible to know where this country is in the process at the moment. Bulgaria’s

year of passage to the second stage was 1998, while for all the other countries it

was 1994 or earlier.

2. By definition, average inflation is lower and average output growth is higher in

the second stage, although there are noticeable differences in the behavior of the

averages for the remaining four indicators.

3. In five out of the seven countries that have passed on to the second stage, the ave-

rage fiscal deficit has been lower in the second stage. This is not the case in Slova-

kia and Slovenia.4

4. Money growth per unit of output halved on the average during the second stage of

transition. Only Bulgaria and the Czech Republic have higher growth rates in the

second stage than in the first stage.

5. In six out of the eight countries, average openness (imports of goods to the GDP) is

higher in the second stage (with the exceptions of Slovakia and Bulgaria). The lar-

gest increases in openness occurred in the Czech Republic (12 percentage points of

the GDP5), Hungary (10 percentage points of the GDP) and Poland (8 percentage

points of the GDP). Slovenia (6 percentage points increase) and Croatia (5 percen-

V. [onje and B. Vuj~i}
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strain of transition into budget demands. In Slovenia, the average deficit in the second stage is still low
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to a fiscal surplus in the initial stage (Slovenia was unique in this respect).

5 This was largely because of the divorce from Slovakia.



tage points increase) confirming that a rise in openness marks the second stage of

transition.6

6. In five out of the eight countries, the average BOP current account balance to the

GDP ratio is lower in the second stage. Croatia and the Czech Republic shifted

from a surplus in the first stage to a deficit in the second stage. Slovenia had a lo-

wer surplus, while Poland and Hungary had larger deficits in the second stage.

Slovakia had surpluses in 1994 and 1995, making it an outlier for that subperiod,

although in the second stage of development it is similar to Poland and Hungary

(due to the large Slovakian deficits in 1996–1998). Romania moved to a surplus in

1997–1998, while Bulgaria moved to a surplus from 1996 onwards (after deficits in

1991–1995). Romania and Bulgaria again exhibit significantly different dynamics

in comparison to the other six countries from the sample.

Three interesting features of the Croatian economy emerged from comparison

with selected transition economies:

1. Croatia had the highest average inflation rate in the first stage and the lowest ave-

rage inflation rate in the second stage.

2. As expected, Croatia had the highest money growth rate (per unit of output) in the

first stage. This can be explained by the high fiscal deficit and sharp real contrac-

tion during the war in the initial stage of transition. However, Croatia continued

to have one of the highest money growth rates per unit of output in the second sta-

ge, when both its inflation and fiscal deficit were the lowest in the sample. Only

Bulgaria and Romania, high inflation countries, had higher money growth in the

second stage.

3. A possible explanation for this “money puzzle” can be found in external indica-

tors. Croatian data show the largest shift of the BOP current account towards de-

ficit between the first and second stages. The increase in openness between the

two stages was also strong (5 percentage points of the GDP), and the level of open-

ness was high.

In the next section, we investigate if and to what extent openness allowed for

higher money growth. The concept is that a rise in imports can absorb the domestic in-

flationary pressure in a small and open economy.

2. Money, Prices and Openness

The growth of money stock per unit of output is the most relevant explanation of in-

flation in the long run (Schwartz, 1973; Duck, 1993). On the other hand, there are ro-

bust empirical indications which show that greater openness is associated with lower

inflation (Romer, 1993). Therefore, departure from unit elasticity in the money-price

equation can occur due to a failure to exert control in order to obtain the effects asso-

ciated with openness.

Croatia in the Second Stage of Transition, 1994 – 1999
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Figure 1a shows that the average inflation from 1992 to 1998 exceeded the aver-

age money growth per unit of output for the eight selected transitional economies dur-

ing the same period. This is understandable given what we know about the initial pe-

riod of transition. Transition started with an initial monetary overhang, distorted rel-

ative prices and undervalued exchange rates. Price liberalization was coupled with

austerity programs in the first stage, leading to real exchange rate appreciation due to

inflation and a drop in real money (Begg, 1996). Figure 1b, which presents the same

data for the second stage of transition, when the initial distortions were eliminated,

shows a closer grouping of countries around the unit slope (i.e. the unit elasticity of

prices to money per unit of output).

The econometric evidence in Table 2 confirms that there are no significant depar-

tures from unit elasticity in the second stage of transition, when some effects of open-

ness are properly accounted for. However, the imports to the GDP ratio do not explain

the lower inflation for the given money growth. Exchange rate variability is a signifi-

cant explanatory variable.

The sample includes the thirty-six developing and eight transition countries con-

sidered in the first section of the paper (see the Appendix for a list of the countries).

Developed countries are excluded from the sample on the basis of Romer’s (1993) evi-

dence, showing that the openness-inflation relation is not relevant for developed

countries with mature institutions, which have more or less resolved the time incon-

sistency problem of monetary policy (Kydland and Prescott, 1977; Barro and Gordon,

1983). All the variables in the equations are annual averages for the 1991–1997 pe-

riod. The exchange rate variability is measured by the coefficient of the variance of the

annual nominal exchange rates vs. the US dollar during 1993–1997.

In the first two equations in Table 2, the growth of money per unit of output is

transmitted onto higher inflation than expected (the coefficient is greater than one).

When a transition country’s dummy is included in this regression (not shown here),

the dummy parameter is not significantly different from zero. When the dummy for

Croatia is included, the significant and negative coefficient for Croatia shows that in-

flation in Croatia was lower than expected for the given money growth. This is also the

case in other equations: the coefficient with the transition dummy (not shown) was in-

significant in all the equations, but the dummy coefficient for Croatia was significant

and highly negative in all the equations.

Equations 3–8 include additional explanatory variables. The coefficient with

money per unit of output growth comes close to the expected unit value after the in-

clusion of new explanatory variables. The variability of the nominal exchange rate is

the most significant among the new explanatory candidates. Higher exchange rate

variability implies higher inflation, which is consistent with other empirical findings

(e.g., Gosh et al., 1997). Openness (measured here as imports to the GDP) has a nega-

tive impact on inflation but it is statistically insignificant, similar to Romer’s findings

for developed countries.

Output growth is negatively and significantly related to inflation. Of course, this

relationship does not imply causation, because output and inflation can be related in a

number of complex ways. This result merely registers that lower inflation is associ-

ated with higher real output growth, which means that supply shocks may have domi-

V. [onje and B. Vuj~i}
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nated over demand shocks in developing economies during the 90s. However, when

the four outliers in the sample (Venezuela, Yemen, Bulgaria and Croatia) are con-

trolled by dummies, the coefficient with output growth becomes insignificantly differ-

ent from zero (not shown in Table 2). Hence, the importance of output growth is influ-

enced by outliers, which may occur due to some other omitted explanatory variables.

We shall discuss them in the next section.

In conclusion, money was the most relevant explanation for prices in the long run.

Openness was not a significant determinant of inflation, although the variability of

the nominal exchange rate was. The same is true for output growth, although this re-

sult was influenced by outliers. The low inflation in Croatia remains largely unex-

plained by this model, which predicts an average inflation rate for Croatia that is over

30 percent higher than the actual rate. In the next section, we attempt to find an ex-

planation for the low inflation rate in Croatia during the second stage of transition.

3. External Shocks, Currency Substitution,

Velocity of Money and Financial Deepening

In the econometric work, we used a number of other external indicators that did not

exhibit any influence on the inflation in our sample (net capital inflows to the GDP,

variability of net capital inflows, variability of openness, current account deficit to the

GDP ratio, the variability of the current account deficit to the GDP ratio). However,

indicators of external performance can have an indirect impact on inflation. For

example, net capital inflows can help keep the exchange rate stable, and a stable ex-

change rate might help keep prices stable in a small and open economy. Hence, higher

money growth can be associated with lower inflation when net capital inflows are

strong. In addition, any swing in the net capital inflows can destabilize prices via the

floating exchange rate.

External financial shocks can be huge, reaching an order of magnitude of several

percentage points of the GDP annually. In other words, the current account of the

BOP and imports can exhibit significant changes as long as (net) capital inflows do the

same. Not only short-run speculative inflows can create volatility. In transition, all

types of inflows can change rapidly. In Croatia, where the population holds around 80

percent of its savings in foreign exchange deposits (and foreign exchange deposits

make up almost 70 percent of the broad money), changes in expectations and confi-

dence in the banking system can cause large swings in the foreign exchange flows,

which are almost impossible to control.

Table 3 shows the magnitude of the net capital inflows from 1992 to 1997 for de-

veloping countries and from 1993 to 1997 for transition countries (1992 data for some

of the transition countries are either not available or very unreliable).7 Inflows are ex-

pressed as a percentage of the GDP and compared to non-transition developing econo-

mies. (Countries from the sample are used in the regression in the previous section.)

Three conclusions are derived from the table:

Croatia in the Second Stage of Transition, 1994 – 1999
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The average cumulative capital inflows were of remarkably similar size (around

29 percent of the GDP) for the two groups of countries — the thirty-six developing

countries without the transition countries and the eight transition countries.

Net capital inflows to Croatia were just around the average for the group as a

whole as well as around the average for the transition countries. Hungary and the

Czech Republic experienced much stronger inflows.

The volatility of inflows (measured by the standard deviation of the net capital in-

flows to the GDP ratio for five annual observations) was higher in the transition coun-

tries than in other developing countries. In Croatia, it was much higher than the aver-

age for transition economies.

However, the volatility of inflows could not explain the large difference between

money growth and inflation in Croatia. The size of the inflows could not explain it ei-

ther. Therefore, we focused on one component of inflows which is reflected in cur-

rency substitution as the most important explanatory candidate. This was the degree

of “currency substitution” which actually made the difference between Croatia (with

a 60 to 70 percent share of FX deposits in broad money) and other countries.

Currency substitution is a good explanatory candidate because explaining the dif-

ference between inflation and money per unit of output growth actually means trying

to explain changes in the money velocity. Clearly, there is no reason to expect that

openness and/or variations in inflows should necessarily have a direct impact on ve-

locity. Nevertheless, there is a reason to expect that exchange rate variability has

something to do with financial deepening and the velocity of money (Hausmann et al.,

1999). This can be expected in cases where the nominal exchange rate plays the role of

the opportunity cost of money in the demand for money function. In this case, ex-

change rate fluctuations can induce large portfolio shifts.

There are great difficulties associated with the measurement of currency substi-

tution. A proxy that does not include cash — i.e. the ratio of foreign currency deposits

to broad money, is available (Balino, et al., 1999). These data (Balino and others used

data for 1995) cover twenty-two countries, i.e. 50 percent of our sample. For the other

twenty-two countries in the regression, we initially assumed that currency substitu-

tion was zero. This assumption was later relaxed.

The econometric evidence in Table 4 shows the importance of currency substitu-

tion. The first two equations show that currency substitution was associated with

lower inflation in the nineties, Croatia still being a significant outlier and an impor-

V. [onje and B. Vuj~i}
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tries. Therefore, the fact that we omit 1992 for the transition countries does not impair the relevance

of the data and conclusions.



tant determinant of the link between the substitution and inflation in the sample.

Currency substitution was associated with lower inflation because in the nineties we

have seen stabilization and surges of capital inflows around the developing world. In

countries with currency substitution, which stabilized successfully, domestic money

demand and financial depth rose quite rapidly. (Reverse) currency substitution

helped to maintain relatively stable exchange rates during times of strong capital in-

flows and monetary expansion.

In equations 3 and 4, we took into account that for half of the sample there are

zero entries for currency substitution because of the lack of data, which seriously un-

dermines the relevance of the results (and clearly points to new directions of re-

search). Therefore, we performed an experiment in the case of Venezuela, where we

have a zero entry. We assumed that the ratio of foreign currency deposits to broad

money is 40 percent for this country, and rerun regressions. The results point to

higher (negative) parameters with currency substitution and a lower (negative) value

of the coefficient with the Croatian dummy. This suggests that if the measurement of

currency substitution were improved, it might turn out to be the most important fac-

tor (together with the nominal exchange rate variability) for explaining the differ-

ences in inflation performance among the developing countries.

In the case of Croatia, credible stabilization as of late 1993 led to reverse currency

substitution, a drop in velocity and an increase in financial depth. However, it is not

completely clear why and how this happened. One should not go beyond the conclu-

sion that there is a link among the variables. Causality and the mechanisms of influ-

ence are not at all clear. If we are measuring the velocity of broad money, which in-

cludes foreign exchange deposits, the currency portfolio shifts should not influence

the financial depth and velocity unless the shifts are so large that they deepen the

banking system through the multiplier effect and unless additional inflows of deposits

to the banking system occur at the same time.

In order to clarify this issue, in Table 5 we compared the indicators of money ve-

locity, i.e. inverse financial depth, with an indicator of currency substitution for the

eight selected transition countries. The link between volatility in the velocity (mea-

sured by the standard deviation of five annual observations of the velocity from 1993

to 1997) and currency substitution (the share of foreign exchange deposits in broad

money) is confirmed by a significant and positive coefficient in the regression of veloc-

ity volatility on currency substitution (0.2 with a T-statistic of 3.1). Again, this regres-

sion does not describe the causality mechanism; it is merely an indication of the link

between the two phenomena. The higher volatility of the velocity of broad money is

associated with the higher currency substitution in transitional economies.

However, labeling a share of the foreign exchange deposits in broad money as

“currency substitution” can be misleading. Data in Table 6 were constructed in order

to isolate the effects of currency substitution from the effects of new foreign exchange

deposit inflows to the banks. Data show that reverse currency substitution was a sec-

ondary effect. The primary effect was a continuous increase in the foreign exchange

deposits in the domestic Croatian commercial banks.

Data in Table 6 show that 1997 was the only year (from 1994 to 1998) when both

the components (domestic and foreign) of broad money made equal contributions to

Croatia in the Second Stage of Transition, 1994 – 1999
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the drop in velocity. From 1994 to 1997, reverse currency substitution was reflected in

the declining velocity of the domestic M2, but from 1994 to 1996 the growth of FX de-

posits made an even larger contribution to the drop in the velocity of broad money. In

1998, the velocity of the domestic component actually increased, and therefore the ve-

locity of broad money remained stable due to the continuing growth of foreign ex-

change deposits in domestic banks. Consequently, during the entire post-stabilization

period, Croatia experienced growth of the share of FX deposits in broad money, while

the velocity of the domestic money supply was very volatile: rapidly slowing down in

the aftermath of stabilization (1994–1997), and rapidly speeding up later during tran-

sition, in 1998 and 1999.

The impossibility of reducing the share of FX deposits in broad money after stabi-

lization has been called the “irreversibility” of currency substitution (Balino et al.,

1999; Sahay and Vegh, 1995; Guidotti and Rodriguez, 1992). However, this term ap-

pears to be somewhat misleading in the case of Croatia because it is impossible to

prove that the currency substitution in Croatia was largely “irreversible.” Instead,

the share of foreign exchange deposits in broad money increased due to capital in-

flows, i.e. the repatriation of foreign exchange holdings from abroad and from “mat-

tresses.” New inflows were not exchanged for kuna. In this sense, the substitution

was “irreversible.” However, all that happened was that the capital which flowed in

remained in the original currency, because the interest differential (in Croatia, be-

tween the kuna and the foreign currency deposits) was too low to compensate for the

local currency risk. The drop in the velocity of the domestic money component (M2)

stopped in 1998 for the same reason. As an introduction to the next section, we may

note that the banks promoted these flows by offering higher interest rates on foreign

exchange deposits than the interest rates offered abroad.

4. Banks and Capital Flows

Before stabilization (prior to late 1993), the banks were of little importance to the eco-

nomy. The real deposit interest rates were negative because of high inflation (the ave-

rage monthly inflation rate from January to October 1993 was 28 percent). The nomi-

nal interest spreads were extremely large; the economy was in a state of financial re-

pression and rapid disintermediation. Croatia had practically no international reser-

ves at the time. The current account surplus occurred largely due to unrecorded

capital outflows (Anu{i}, Rohatinski, [onje et al., 1995).

According to Jankov (1999), the Croatian banking system was deeply insolvent in

1989 when bad loans reached the banks’ capital. This problem continued. In 1991,

thirteen out of twenty-eight banks were insolvent (CNB, 1991). The war and high in-

flation further exacerbated the problem. The government had two bond issues in or-

der to recapitalize the banks (cf. [onje, Kraft and Dorsey, 1999; Babi}, Jurkovi} and

[onje, 1999). Technically, these operations increased solvency (according to Jankov,

capital adequacy was raised to 14 percent due to bond issues and accounting tricks),

but did not change the ownership and incentive structure of the banks.8

Problems continued from 1992 to 1995, while Croatia was still partially occupied.

After the introduction of the usual accounting practices and provisioning criteria for a
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market economy, the reform of monetary instruments and stabilization, it turned out

that four out of the six largest banks were insolvent. These were recapitalized and re-

habilitated in a transparent way (e.g., [onje, Kraft and Dorsey, 1999; Babi}, Jurkovi}

and [onje, 1999; Lovegrove, 1998). This time, the ownership structure and manage-

ment were changed with a commitment to privatize the top four banks. The largest

has been privatized and the remaining three of the top four are to be privatized in

1999/2000.

Rehabilitation marked the end of the “first Croatian banking crisis, 1989–1996”

(Kraft, 1999) with a total resolution cost of 22 percent of the 1997 GDP (Babi},

Jurkovi} and [onje, 1999).9

“The second Croatian banking crisis” (Kraft, 1999) began in March 1998, when

the fifth largest bank failed (and was subsequently rehabilitated in April 1998). Its

failure was followed by a number of small and medium-sized bank failures. The Coun-

cil of the Central Bank initiated two bankruptcies of deposit-taking institutions in

1998. Another six major bankruptcies were initiated in March and April of 1999.

Eight institutions together represent 7 percent of the total assets of the banking sys-

tem. By adding the fifth largest bank, which was rehabilitated in April 1998, the share

of problem banks in total bank assets increases to 12 percent. The general public is

aware that there are a few more banks “in the pipeline.”

The cost of the rehabilitation of the fifth largest bank was 2 percent of the GDP,

and preliminary estimates of the costs of repaying the insured deposits in the other

failed banks are around 3 percent of the GDP.10 In summary, the aggregate cost of

both banking crises (first and second) presently stands at least at approximately 27

percent of the GDP.

These are among the (fiscally) most expensive banking crises in modern history.

For comparison, we used Frydl’s (1999) review of the five most influential studies of

banking crises (Caprio and Klingebiel, 1996; Demirguc-Kunt and Detragiache, 1998;

Dziobek and Pazarbasioglu, 1997; Kaminsky and Reinhart, 1996; Lindgren, Garcia

and Saal, 1996). In all five studies, there are only six cases where the costs of crisis res-

olution exceeded 20 percent of the GDP11: Argentina, 1980–1982 (55.3 percent); the
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unt is determined by the minister of finance, who increased the insured amount following parliamen-
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various methodologies are employed (see Frydle, 1999, and Footnote 3 of this essay). Moreover, most

methodologies rely on static estimates of fiscal costs, which can seriously overestimate the actual costs

because they calculate no returns on bank rescue operations, which can be substantial (Lovegrove,

1998). In compiling the list in the text, we used the highest estimates where several estimates where

available (e.g., Chile).



Ivory Coast, 1988–1991 (25 percent); Chile, 1981–1983 (41.2 percent); Israel,

1977–1983 (30 percent); Kuwait, 1992 (42 percent); and Uruguay, 1981–1984 (31.2

percent). We see that Croatia is not an exception because high costs of banking crises

are associated with wars or debt crises (the early eighties in Latin America). It is a fair

approximation to assume that the first Croatian banking crisis resulted mainly from

the war and the legacy of the past in the banking sector, while the second banking cri-

sis (costs of resolution up to now being estimated at around 5 percent of the GDP) was

incurred as a consequence of typical market and regulation failures seen elsewhere

around the world (including developed countries). In Croatia, mainly capital inflows

intermediated via banks contributed to the crises, a scenario which was quite common

around the world (for a theoretical consideration, cf. McKinnon and Pill, 1995).

In Tables 7–9, we present data that may clarify the reasons for the crisis. It should

first be noted that the total number of banks grew rapidly until 1996 (Table 7). The

number of large and small banks (by Croatian standards) did not change significantly,

although the number of medium-sized banks (total assets from 140 million to 1.4 bil-

lion US dollars, i.e. from 0.7 percent to 6.7 percent of the GDP) increased rapidly

(from 6 in 1993 to 21 in 1998). These banks grew on the basis of foreign exchange de-

posit inflows, attracted by high interest rates (Tables 8 and 9). Both the repatriation

of foreign exchange and the increase in foreign exchange deposits with domestic

banks represented more than 10 percent of the exports from 1995 to 1998, when

Croatia recorded a large current account deficit. In Table 8, it is also evident that the

motive for reverse currency substitution was weak: the average interest rate on do-

mestic currency deposits corrected for expected depreciation was dropping. In 1998,

the deposit interest rate became lower than the expected depreciation. Hence, reverse

currency substitution measured by the (dropping) velocity of the domestic M2 stopped

at that time.

Data in Table 9 provide more information on the interest rates. They show the fol-

lowing:

(a) The money market interest rate was predominantly supply-side driven (dropping

during and after the successful bank rehabilitation operations in 1996, rising after

the second banking crises started in early 1998, and insensitive to the expected

changes in the exchange rate).

(b) The uncovered interest differential (measured by the linear difference between

the average interest rate on time deposits in domestic and foreign currency) drop-

ped in 1997/98, which meant that the incentives for reverse currency substitution

on the higher end of broad money vanished and became the opposite – a motive for

currency substitution (especially given the fact that the expected depreciation be-

came largely positive in 1998).

(c) The nominal interest rate on foreign exchange time deposits was extremely high

by European standards, over 6 percent p.a. until late 1998, when aggressive banks

exited the market. The rate fell below 6 percent when the exodus of failed banks

from the market started.

The level of interest rates on foreign exchange time deposits explains the continu-

ous inflows of foreign exchange deposits (as well as the continuous decline in the ve-

locity of broad money) and the lack of incentives for a flight back to currency (the “ir-
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reversibility” of currency substitution). The interest rate on kuna deposits was too

low in comparison to the interest rate on FX deposits. It was especially low after the

expected depreciation became positive (1998 and 1999). Data point to the fact that in

1998 the banks stopped compensating for expected depreciation by offering higher in-

terest rates on domestic currency time deposits, because such a policy would have re-

quired extremely high interest rates on deposits in domestic currency. Banks proba-

bly avoided a sharp rise in domestic interest rates due to fears of adverse selection

(prudential reason), because they did not expect a surge in inflation (credibility rea-

son), or simply because they knew that the interest rate elasticity of domestic cur-

rency deposits was low (Kraft, 1999). Hence, reverse currency substitution vanished

in 1998 and 1999. In fact, the velocity of domestic broad money began to rise (cf. Table

6).

The last four columns on the right in Table 9 show that medium-sized aggres-

sively growing banks based their business development on extremely high deposit in-

terest rates that served as the main vehicle for attracting foreign exchange inflows.

While good banks were paying a reasonable premium over the foreign interest rate on

foreign exchange deposits (approximately 100 bps), bad banks stubbornly offered in-

terest rates on FX deposits that were almost twice as high as those of the good banks.

This led to a rapidly growing share of bad banks in the FX deposit base (on top of the

fact that the base itself was growing rapidly — recall data in Table 8). The share of bad

banks reached a high of 30 percent in early 1998, when the fifth bank in terms of size

failed in a politicoeconomic scandal. Subsequently, this share started to diminish rap-

idly. Depositors lost confidence in some of the small and medium-sized banks and be-

gan to transfer their deposits to banks with a more established reputation.12

In conclusion, capital inflows were partially an unhealthy process since they in-

volved moral hazards and imprudent banking practices. Attracting FX deposits from

residents and nonresidents with high interest rates represented a type of inflow which

had no disciplining effects (which occur when a foreign lender perceives the risks,

such as in case of FDI and/or portfolio investment). This is especially the case when

most of the foreign exchange is held by residents and there is no history of bank bank-

ruptcies. The Croatian case is one more instance which confirms the old findings that

(a) newly emerging private banks cause more harm than good on transitional banking

markets (Begg, 1996; [onje, Kraft and Dorsey, 1996), and (b) banks and banks’

(non)regulation do play a crucial role in building a systemic “overborrowing syn-

drome” (McKinnon and Pill, 1995).

5. Credibility, Bank Supervision

and the Exchange Rate Regime

It came out that a number of failing banks were financing equally non-viable, rapidly

growing and badly managed private business groups that emerged as “winners” from
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the privatization process, most likely with strong support from politically influential

groups. Thus, in a sense, the second banking crisis was a cumulative expression of

wrong decisions (by both the public and private sectors) about the allocation of resour-

ces made during the first few years of transition.

For the central bank, which is responsible for banking supervision, the experience

was frustrating in two respects. First, everybody was accusing the central bank of fail-

ing to control banks, while the root causes of the failures were to be found in the cho-

sen model of privatization with political interference, which had nothing to do with

the central bank.13 Public allegations, coming from all sides (government, politicians,

media, depositors who lost money, owners who lost their stakes), eroded the central

bank’s credibility, which could, as a byproduct of poor supervision, have a negative

impact on currency stability. In a sense, all of the achievements from the earlier pe-

riod of transition (an independent central bank which is only accountable to the par-

liament, low inflation) were forgotten, at least for a few months. This is a situation

which Wagner (1998) referred to as a typical situation where too much responsibility

is assigned to the central bank. Wagner concluded that such a situation might lead to

a loss of credibility.

Second, Babi}, [onje and Jurkovi} (1999) point to the fact that the Croatian Na-

tional Bank prepared a report entitled “Banks at the Crossroads” (CNB, 1997), where

it clearly identified the association between moral hazards, high interest rates and

foreign exchange inflows in aggressively growing banks. Hence, the Croatian Na-

tional Bank (CNB) “knew” what was happening almost a year before the largest fifth

bank failed, which raised frustrations even higher. People outside the bank thought

that knowing about early signals was enough to be able to act. It was concluded that

the central bank was too politically weak to act. This implies direct political responsi-

bility and the erosion of credibility. Insiders and experts knew that knowing about

problems may be a necessity but is not sufficient for successful supervision. Educating

people, developing procedures and building a firm legal basis for supervision are very

demanding jobs, which can be frustrating when one sees banks running into trouble

before the whole institutional set-up for preventing this is in place.

The problem was that the banks were not running into trouble because of igno-

rance. Preaching optimal banking practices by the supervisors was not needed be-

cause the owners and managers in the failed banks were intentionally running into

trouble. They paid twice as much for money than the rest of the market and also lent it

at twice the price (or at a net zero price when the loan was extended to a related

party).

Another concern for central bankers in transition is the possible correlation be-

tween the macroeconomic variables that they control and the banking sector prob-

lems. Monetary policy, including the choice of the exchange regime, should not be for-

mulated independently from the considerations of the banking sector in transition. In

the Croatian case, the crucial issue in this respect is whether the choice of the ex-

change rate regime contributed to perpetuating the problems of the banking sector.
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Column 5 of Table 9 (expected depreciation) closely resembles the actual changes

in the exchange rate, which were minor by international standards14 (see also Figure

7). The CNB always emphasized the importance of exchange rate stability (and built

credibility on it) for an economy with currency substitution. On the other hand, it also

emphasized that it did not want a fixed exchange rate. Hence, it allowed some move-

ment of the nominal exchange rate (ex post facto we know that it was an interval of ±6

percent; see Figure 7) in order to show agents where the market was (signaling effect).

The CNB believed that this would help the markets to learn about managing ex-

change rate risks and prevent the speculations that might have occurred if the ex-

change rate had been pegged.

If the exchange rate had been more flexible, the authorities could have targeted

the money supply and allowed the exchange rate to appreciate more during the period

of strong capital inflows (Anu{i}, 1994; [onje, 1994). Presumably after a period of

strong appreciation, the agents would change their expectations and begin to expect

depreciation. After some time, the expectation driven changes would (hopefully) di-

minish. Higher exchange rate flexibility would (a) lead to better internalization of the

currency risks of the agents investing in domestic currency instruments, (b) leave

more room for domestic stabilization policies and (c) enable the central bank to target

money and credit more precisely, so that perhaps the aggressive banks would never

have been be able to grow as big and as fast as they actually did. However, this thesis

cannot be verified because economic experiments are not repeatable.

On the other hand, Croatia could have adopted some form of crawling peg or

crawling band regime that could have led to lower inflows and been beneficial for ex-

porters. There are four problems associated with this thesis: (a) successful crawling

pegs/bands are forward looking, designed to deal with inflation inertia, a problem

which disappeared from Croatia at the very beginning of the successful stabilization

in 1993; (b) crawling pegs/bands are successful in keeping the real exchange rate sta-

ble (Hausmann et al., 1999), but this success was equally shared by the existing re-

gime of a dirty float (unannounced band) in Croatia; (c) the size of inflows is in no way

related to the exchange rate regime,15 (d) weaker currency would have led to a looser

monetary policy, i.e. more money and credit with a greater proliferation of bad banks,

which would have consequently led to a greater misallocation of resources and an

even more expensive second banking crisis.

Although banking supervision and regulation could have provided some protec-

tion from the banking problems and recession in the late 1990s, banking supervision

alone could not have prevented the banking crises. Although higher exchange rate

flexibility is desirable in many respects, it can either lead to bank losses (if the banks

and/or other sectors have no resources to deal with currency risk) or to the rapid de-

velopment of unsound banks. The lesson to be learned from the Croatian case, once

again, is that policy makers should weigh exchange rate flexibility against the abilities
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of the bank supervisors and the stability of the financial system in general. Supervi-

sors should be able to support greater exchange rate stability, because exchange rate

stability means strong money demand, faster financial deepening, higher vulnerabil-

ity to speculations, and higher volatility of money and credit (because of the volatility

of capital flows). If supervisors are immature, authorities should aim at the higher ex-

change rate flexibility provided by monetary or inflation targeting (Mishkin, 1999).

This trade-off is general. As demonstrated below, it is more complicated in the case of

Croatia because of currency substitution.

The RR line in Figure 2 in the Appendix represents a choice between higher qual-

ity supervision (and greater financial stability in general) and less exchange rate flexi-

bility vs. a lower quality of banking supervision (and financial stability in general) and

higher flexibility of the exchange rate. It may seem that Croatia had “too much” ex-

change rate stability regarding the relatively low quality of its banking supervision

and fragile banking system. On the other hand, currency substitution16 means that

“too much” exchange rate flexibility can easily induce a costly exit from the currency

(flight into foreign assets) instead of increasing the power of domestic counter-cyclical

macroeconomic policy. This fact is reflected in the shift of the RR line in Figure 2. A

country with a medium quality of banking supervision should choose medium ex-

change rate flexibility unless there is currency substitution. Currency substitution

shifts the RR line to the left (higher currency substitution implies a stronger shift to

R’R’). With currency substitution (R’R’), the same quality of banking supervision im-

plies lower optimal flexibility of the exchange rate.

6. Arrears, Ethics and Exchange Rate Policy

One of the most serious (transition) problems in Croatia is the general lack of finan-

cial discipline. It is present in all inter-sector relationships: the private sector vs. the

state (tax evasion), the state vs. the private sector (government arrears), the state sec-

tor vs. the state sector (inter-government arrears) and the private sector vs. the priva-

te sector (inter-enterprise arrears). These phenomena have also been labeled “soft

budget constraint,” “financial indiscipline” or “financial delinquency.”

All of these problems are usually present in emerging17 economies, although the

extent of the (lack of) financial discipline varies substantially among countries. In

Croatia, financial delinquency has recently become almost endemic. This is said even

though it is very difficult to quantify many aspects of the problem, and we do not in-

tend to dwell upon the details of the inter-enterprise arrears, or the extent of tax eva-

sion, as these are rather complicated issues to quantify. To illustrate the extent of the

problem, however, it is enough to browse through a few figures, however imperfect

they may be. First, using various methods, it has been estimated (Institute for Public

Finance, 1997) that the extent of the unofficial economy in Croatia amounts to ap-

proximately 25 percent of the GDP.18 Second, the extent of government arrears (cen-
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tral government and health fund) at the end of 1998 amounted to approximately 4 bil-

lion kunas or 3 percent of the GDP. Third, the arrears reported to the payments insti-

tute19 rose from 6.2 percent of the GDP at the end of 1994 to 11.6 percent at the end of

1998.20

At the heart of the problem is poor contract enforcement. Contract enforcement is

perhaps the most important task that the government has to perform in order for a

market economy to function. In its absence, it is possible to set up the following game:

A B

A 5.5 0.7

B 7. 0 2.2

The player choosing between the rows is Taxpayer/Entrepreneur #1, and the

player choosing between the columns is Taxpayer/Entrepreneur #2. If neither of the

players knows what strategy the other one will choose, we have a common Prisoner’s

Dilemma in which each player stands to gain by not paying his taxes/bills (to the gov-

ernment or other entrepreneurs). However, both are better off if neither chooses to

cheat. Since the cooperative strategy (A, A) is the preferred solution, the role of the

government, knowing the payoffs, is to enforce the cooperative (A, A) strategy upon

all the players and thus bring the economy to a superior Nash equilibrium. However,

if the government is unable to do so (if it does so inefficiently), then the players will

choose (B, B) and the economy will end up in a bad equilibrium. This exercise is, nev-

ertheless, different from the common Prisoner’s Dilemma to the extent that the play-

ers are, in fact, informed that the others are cheating. There are two main channels

for obtaining information about the others’ behavior. First is personal experience. In

an environment in which an arrears problem has already set in, entrepreneurs con-

stantly face the problem of collecting payments from other entrepreneurs. Second, tax

evasion is so widespread that they regularly read about it in newspapers, hear about it

from the government and share their experiences with other entrepreneurs. Such a

situation pretty well describes the current state of affairs in Croatia.

The problem can be couched within the framework of conditional morality. Most

individuals do adhere to some basic norms and morality but, as Basu (1999) points

out, in reality we often express our morals in the form: “I believe in paying taxes be-

cause it is every citizen’s duty to do so; however I believe that this ceases to be a duty

on my part and indeed I would not pay taxes if others did not.” This is a utilitarian

moral system but one based on conditionality. Such conditional morality stems from

two urges, as basic as (or even more so, as Basu points out) the propensity to maximize
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utility: the urge to adhere to some morality and the urge not to be a sucker. In some

cases, this problem can also be described as a “tit for tat” strategy, with the first co-op-

erative move as, for example, in Axelrod (1984), who proved that this strategy maxi-

mizes the probability of survival.

The above situation can then be described as a “development trap,” where each

agent, given the (assumed) actions of others, acts rationally, and yet the social out-

come, the Nash equilibrium, is inefficient. There is now relatively well developed liter-

ature on how to model such “development traps” (see Stiglitz and Hoff, 1999). They

are characterized by a multiple (Nash) equilibrium, which may be Pareto ranked, and

each of them may be Pareto inefficient in the sense that there exist some interven-

tions which, in principle at least, could make some individuals better off without mak-

ing anyone else worse off.

The situation in which an increasing number of agents do not pay their bills has

its own dynamics because an ever rising number of cheaters, under conditional moral-

ity (although conditional morality is not a necessary condition) produces increasingly

more cheaters. The question, of course, is how to get out of a bad equilibrium and into

a good one.

The multiple equilibrium models imply interventions, which may affect the equi-

librium that is “chosen.” Several might be appropriate in this situation:

To start with, the government leads by example (it does not cheat). It is very im-

portant that the government settles its bills on time. Otherwise: a) it creates a string

of arrears and b) it is very difficult on moral grounds for the government to act as a

contract enforcer if it does not obey contracts itself. We return to this issue below.

The government vastly improves contract enforcement. This largely depends on

the overall efficiency and level of corruption in the government and legal system. To

the extent that poor contract enforcement is present, it helps create arrears, de-

presses lending and thus depresses growth.

The introduction of foreign players may help greatly. Large and reputable foreign

companies pay on time and create large networks of domestic companies, which be-

come accustomed to fair and honest business. Gradually, a new culture of behavior

spreads around the business sector. It works the same way as negative contagion but

with a different and positive sign. Here, however, the domestic country might be faced

with a chicken and egg problem – FDIs might not want to enter unless the game is

fair, and the game needs foreign players to become fair.

To a significant extent, the behavior of economic agents is also influenced by the

battle of positive vs. bad news spillovers. As Stiglitz once pointed out, in Silicon Val-

ley, for example, people talk about how to earn money by innovating. That induces en-

trepreneurs to put all their efforts into that activity. It is no wonder then that there

are lots of innovations. In Croatia, large number of “entrepreneurs” set an example by

evading taxes, getting good deals through political connections, corruption and illegal

activities. There is news coverage about this. It is no wonder then that the different

role model produces a different outcome. Therefore, it is very important to be ready to

exploit the “windows of opportunity” to tilt the bad equilibrium and start to produce

positive information/spillovers.
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The poor contract enforcement and lack of adverse consequences to reputations

(which usually accompany endemic cases of weak financial discipline) are the main

reasons behind arrears, although various incentives might remedy them as well. One,

for example, is the borrowing costs in the market. If interest rates are high, as is the

case of Croatia, arrears become an attractive source of short-term finance. “Lack of fi-

nancial discipline” might also be viewed as an asymmetry between the incentives for

paying domestic and foreign creditors (asymmetric enforcement of rules between resi-

dents and non-residents, which in some cases hurts non-residents, such as in Russia,

but in Croatia hurts residents).

Moreover, soft budget constraint might be relevant for the choice of the exchange

rate regime. In the absence of the (formal or informal) enforcement of rules, domestic

payments due can wait, if such behavior pays off for the debtor. For example, for a net

debtor it pays to buy foreign exchange now and run domestic arrears, if there is no en-

forcement or serious adverse consequences to his reputation. Everybody delays pay-

ments — importers, debtors and even exporters, who have incentives to run domestic

arrears as long as they expect depreciation (because later they will get more units of

domestic currency for a unit of foreign currency). Consequently, even small changes

in the expected value of the currency can lead to large disruptions in domestic pay-

ments, if the foreign and domestic currencies are close substitutes.

In terms of Figure 2, a lack of financial discipline or serious reputational conse-

quences of delayed payments shift the RR even more strongly inwards, so that for a

given quality of banking supervision and the degree of currency substitution, the opti-

mum exchange rate flexibility is lower for a country with poor contract enforcement.

Large exchange rate swings can have adverse consequences on domestic payments.

However, on the other hand, a fixed exchange rate is more difficult to sustain in a

country with soft budget constraints because arrears are an easy and cheap credit line

for a domestic speculative attack on a currency. It is very hard to know whether a

country suffers from financial delinquency of the type which calls for more exchange

rate flexibility or for less. In any case, financial delinquency makes the choice of the

monetary regime more difficult.

7. Fiscal Policy: Back to Some

Unpleasant Monetarist Arithmetic?

Croatian financial (banking) fragility has shown that sound fiscal policy is neither a

necessary nor a sufficient condition for the prevention of financial turmoil. This is an

old finding (Diaz-Alejandro, 1985). In fact, private sector, i.e. banking sector, succes-

ses and failures (not governmental ones) have been the prime drivers behind the eco-

nomic development in the second stage of transition. Private capital inflows were the

primary source of financing domestic demand growth and the current account deficit,

which emerged during 1995–1999. The ratio of increase in the public sector foreign

debt to the BOP current account deficit (as a measure of the direct role played by the

government sector in opening the current account gap) was at a maximum (low) of

22.4 percent in 1997. This ratio was only 11.1 percent in the first year when the BOP
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current account deficit emerged (1995), which points to private sector behavior as a

main reason behind the absorption of “foreign savings.”21

Fiscal deficit was low in the second stage of transition (Table 13), so the public

debt to the GDP ratio remained more or less constant. In 1994 and 1998, there were

fiscal (consolidated central government) surpluses of 1.6 percent and 0.7 percent of

the GDP respectively, while during 1995–1997, fiscal deficit averaged 0.9 percent of

the GDP per year. Domestic public debt arose mainly in the context of bank rehabili-

tation. Despite these circumstances, domestic public debt was on the decline since

1994. The annual average value of the net repayment of the domestic public debt in

terms of the GDP was 0.8 percentage points. The year 1995 was the only exception,

because the domestic debt was growing at the modest rate of 0.1 p.p. of the GDP, but

that was the year when Croatia was almost entirely liberated.

A main reason for the rapid decline in the domestic indebtedness of the govern-

ment was the interest rate differential. The government raised debt abroad because

the interest rate was much lower. Among other reasons, domestic interest rates were

higher because of expected depreciation. The government perceived foreign interest

costs to be lower than at home because it did not share the same exchange rate expec-

tations with the domestic private sector (the government expected stronger cur-

rency). Therefore, domestic public debt was dropping while foreign public debt was on

the rise. The annual average growth of new public debt held by non-residents during

1994 —1998 in terms of the GDP was 0.9 percent. Data in Table 13 point to the fact

that the year 1997 marked the highest increase in the government’s net foreign in-

debtedness, in an amount of 2.5 percent of the GDP (22.4 percent of the current ac-

count deficit). That was the year when Croatia received an investment grade from

leading credit rating agencies which, of course, made access to foreign financing much

easier.

As a consequence, Croatian financial instruments are now held by foreign inves-

tors, while the domestic market for public debt remains largely underdeveloped. Nev-

ertheless, some good came out of this. The changing structure of financing in favor of

foreign sources led to a crowding-in of domestic investment. The share of claims on

the government in the banks’ total assets decreased from 42.2 percent at the end of

1993 to 16.1 percent at the end of 1998.

Thus, fiscal policy makers acted in order to control the public debt, which yielded

fruits in terms of the crowding-in of the private sector investment. However, they did

not act in the same manner regarding fiscal policy in general. Actually, although very

efficient in the microeconomic sphere (in relation to the elimination of tax distortions

– for example, the introduction of a flat-rate VAT instead of multi-rate sales tax, or

improved tax collection), the fiscal policy failed to adjust to the trends in the real sec-

tor.

A closer look at revenues and expenditures points to a high fiscal burden on the

economy, which characterizes almost all advanced transition economies (Faulend and

[o{i}, 1999). Moreover, the numbers in Table 13 point to the particular problem of a
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growing fiscal burden. Nineteen ninety-five and 1998 were the critical years in this re-

spect. The real rate of the growth of expenditures was clearly out of line with the

growth of real output in 1995 and 1998. These two years were the periods when public

expenditures to the GDP ratio were growing rapidly (4.3 percentage points of the

GDP in 1995 and 2.6 percentage points of the GDP in 1998). The growing fiscal bur-

den was associated with a move from a surplus of 1.6 percent of the GDP in 1994 to a

deficit of 0.9 percent of the GDP in 1995. This means that fiscal expansion was re-

flected not only by a growing share of public expenditures in the GDP but also in a

worsening of the fiscal balance by 2.5 percentage points of the GDP from 1994 to 1995.

The main reasons for such a change in fiscal policy were the successful military cam-

paigns that liberated territory in 1995.

The change that occurred in 1998 was substantially different in comparison with

the change that occurred in 1995, because (a) it happened during peacetime and (b) it

was not associated with a widening deficit. On the contrary, a shift of +2 percentage

points occurred in the GDP between 1997 and 1998 (from a deficit of 1.3 percent in

1997 to a surplus of 0.7 percent in 1998). The ratio of expenditures to the GDP in-

creased by 2.6 p.p. but the ratio of revenues to the GDP increased much more, by 4.7

p.p. in comparison to 1997. This large shift was associated with the introduction of the

VAT as of January 1, 1998. The VAT has brought revenues far in excess of the original

budget plan, so that the final outcome of public expenditures for 1998 was 4 billion

kuna (3 percent of the GDP) higher than expected before the introduction of the new

tax system.22 Higher VAT revenues than expected were the prime reason for the revi-

sion of the budget plan, which occurred as of mid-1998. Instead of using the opportu-

nity to lower the high payroll taxes, the revision increased the expenditures.

The main reasons for budget planning errors were not exclusively within the Min-

istry of Finance itself but were related to the following: (a) confusion between the

growth of value added and the liquidity effect of the introduction of the VAT among

politicians, who immediately saw the opportunity to realize ambitious expenditure

plans, (b) failure to adjust fiscal policy for the growth slow-down in the second half of

1998, which is, again, linked to (a).

Confusion between the growth of value added and the liquidity effect of the intro-

duction of the VAT occurred when public revenues recorded nominal growth rates

higher than 40 percent compared to the previous year, immediately after the imple-

mentation of the new tax system. Everybody knew that the VAT system would dimin-

ish tax evasion, increase tax discipline and that there would be some positive initial li-

quidity effect, but nobody was able to calculate the numbers and assign them to spe-

cific causes. Moreover, the Croatian Ministry of Finance was traditionally involved in

a dangerous game of political economy by having announced its growth projections to-

gether with a budget plan for each year. Hence, as of November of each year, when the

budget plan was submitted to the Parliament, public debate about the level and

growth of the GDP was initiated, usually with the purpose of having the government

say that the real growth of planned revenues was lower than the expected real growth
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of output. This was “political dynamite.” Mishkin (1999: 37) speaks about that prob-

lem in general: “Such an announcement is highly problematic because estimates of po-

tential GDP growth are far from precise and change over time. Announcing a specific

number for potential GDP growth may thus indicate a certainty that policymakers may

not have and may also cause the public to mistakenly believe that this estimate is actu-

ally a fixed target for potential GDP growth.”

An ex post facto look at the data shows that revenues to the GDP ratio have a re-

cord of remarkable stability, given the GDP measurement problems and the fact that

Croatia is a postwar country. It was not realistic to expect a rapid decline of the fiscal

shares in the GDP during the rebuilding, reconstruction and consolidation of the fis-

cal administration under peacetime conditions. Decreases in military and police ex-

penditures (which still left them with high relative share) could not compensate for

the costs of a much needed stable and efficient public administration during peace-

time. They also could not compensate for rising wage demands based on desires to

catch up to prewar consumption levels.

The public demands were mainly reflected in wage demands by public servants as

well as in demands for pension increases. Moreover, the number of newly employed

civil servants was growing constantly. These demands were strongly fuelled by ex-

traordinary VAT revenues at the outset of implementation, as well as by high ex-

pected GDP announcements by the Ministry of Finance. Two extra-budgetary funds

— the pension and health funds — started to increase deficits (which increased for all

the extra-budgetary funds from 1.1 percent of the GDP in 1994 to 6.5 percent of the

GDP in 1998). The deficits have been covered by the higher surpluses of the budgetary

central government (the surpluses have increased from 2.8 percent of the GDP in

1994 to 7.1 percent of the GDP in 1998).

Although it became increasingly popular in Croatia to criticize government offi-

cials for luxury, it was very unpopular to point to extra-budgetary funds as the main

sources of fiscal problems, because that would mean asking tough questions: Can we

afford the present level of public health services? Can we afford such pensions for such

a large number of people and specifically for some groups with high pensions?23 The

questions were equally embarrassing for the leading party and the opposition.

Again, the year 1998 marked the largest increase in the deficit of extra-budgetary

funds. This was a by-product of the successful introduction of the VAT, which brought

a general feeling that there were huge sums of money at the government’s disposal.

This was a call for a race on funds by the various ministries, lobbies and public sector

unions.

Hence, the introduction of the VAT was by far the most important event in the re-

cent fiscal history of Croatia. There was no political power in Croatia that could have

prevented the strong upsurge in government consumption when revenues started to

grow above expectations after the introduction of the new tax system. Unrealistic

wage and pension demands have permanently reduced the scope for public invest-

ment and widened the already wide gap between the budgetary central government

surplus and extrabudgetary deficit of funds. Fiscal revenues and expenditures shared
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in the GDP increased in 1998, and the government lost the ability to adjust fiscal pol-

icy for the cycle. A great opportunity was missed to reduce the high direct taxes on

wages instead of raising government consumption.

As the GDP growth slowed down in early 1998 and later (in the last quarter of

1998) started to drop (Figure 8), the government had no maneuvering space to com-

pensate for the lower revenues. High hopes continued during the budgetary planning

process for 1999, since the government based the budget plan on a 5 percent real out-

put growth, which soon, especially after the NATO military campaign in Yugoslavia

began in March 1999, turned out to be unrealistic. Expenditures, however, continued

to be realized as projected, so a large deficit opened in the last quarter of 1998 and the

first quarter of 1999 (Figure 9). Currency depreciated and real output continued to

drop, indicating that in the short run there is no possibility for expansionary fiscal

policy to act as a stabilization tool. This is consistent with other empirical findings for

developing countries (Agenor, McDermott and Prasad, 1999), as well as with the indi-

cations that the procyclical nature of fiscal deficit in recessions24 can occur due to a

crowding-out in countries with narrow and shallow financial markets: “An alternative

possibility is that a tightening in government finances could lead to increases in future

output growth by, for instance, ‘crowding in’ private investment and by signaling the

future stability of domestic macroeconomic policy, thereby stimulating foreign invest-

ment” (Agenor, McDermott and Prasad, 1999: 12).

Other reasons for such effects of the fiscal policy in Croatia have been discussed

extensively in this paper: arrears and a lack of credibility. Experience in Croatia

shows that they might25 have a very significant impact on transition.

It has been shown, given the poor contract enforcement, that the expected ex-

change rate depreciation might lead to an accumulation of arrears. One possible chan-

nel for expansionary fiscal policy to work in this manner when the economy is already

in a recession is that expansionary policy leads to exchange rate depreciation, the

growth of arrears and, consequently, a loss of credibility, investment and output. A

necessary condition for fiscal expansion to have such adverse consequences is for the

deficit to be at least partly financed domestically (otherwise, the FX inflow finances

the deficit and there is no direct reason for currency depreciation). Another more di-

rect channel of influence is via government arrears. A government which is not able to

adjust expenditures downwards and meet borrowing requirements by issuing debt on

domestic or foreign markets has only two options: raise the debt with the central bank

or accumulate arrears. The accumulation of government arrears leads to a loss of fis-

cal credibility and a decline in confidence, with a likely adverse impact on expecta-

tions, investment and growth. Raising the debt with the central bank without a limit

leads to a loss of general (both fiscal and monetary) credibility and inflation, again

with a likely adverse impact on expectations, investment and growth. Probably the

only difference between the two scenarios is that credibility is entirely lost in the sec-

ond scenario, while the central bank still retains some credibility in the first scenario

with arrears. Preserving some credibility for at least one institution can help recovery
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later, when fiscal policy adjusts. Government arrears in this sense can be interpreted

as a sign of a strong central bank, which is a prerequisite for fiscal policy adjustment.

In the case of Croatia, it is not possible to say much more about fiscal policy in the

second stage of transition because of the lack of precise fiscal data on an accrual basis

(fiscal accounts are compiled on a cash basis). However, experience in Croatia shows

that the following simultaneous events emerged in late 1998 and early 1999:

(a) output has been dropping, currency has been losing value and the fiscal surplus af-

ter the introduction of the VAT suddenly turned into a deficit by late 1998;

(b) anecdotal evidence points to the fact that both government arrears and arrears in

general have been growing during the same period (second half of 1998);26

(c) the government was fuelling overly optimistic expectations and postponing dow-

nward adjustment by announcing high output growth targets.27

In Croatia, government arrears emerged because the strength of the central bank

was partly rooted in the Central National Bank Act, which (a) defines the value of the

currency as a prime target for the central bank and (b) sets a limit on credits to the

government at 5 percent of the annual fiscal expenditures. If the institutional position

of the central bank were weaker, i.e. if the fiscal policy were clearly dominant over the

monetary policy, then inflationary financing would be an optimal solution (Sargent

and Wallace, 1981). However, collective preferences as expressed by the Central Na-

tional Bank Act make monetary policy powerful in setting limits to the free use of

money by the fiscal policy. In fact, there might be some long run collective rationality

in this legal choice, since currency substitution makes the money demand in Croatia

extremely sensitive to both inflation and currency depreciation. Therefore, very high

inflation is needed for a substantial increase in seigniorage to the GDP ratio, which

probably means that the fiscal benefits from the moderate inflation tax are much

lower than the moderate inflation costs for the society as a whole.28

Interestingly, Croatia has never had a classic clash between fiscal and monetary

policy in a political arena. In the early days of stabilization (1993/94), it was a sound

fiscal policy that actually enlarged the maneuvering space for the monetary policy,

and the fiscal policy should be given credit for that. From 1994 to 1997, the CNB net

credit to the government was kept negative. However, then came the period of

1998/99, which brought the need for fiscal adjustment once the recession started. Ex-

pansionary fiscal policy was tried as a stabilization tool but failed because the drop in

activity was supply-side driven — induced by large scale failures of companies and re-

lated banks where, typically, there was no separation of ownership from control. This

points to fiscal tightening (in order to induce crowding in) as a proper policy response
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in a transition-type recession. Croatia has to learn it, economists have to prove it and

then share this knowledge among the policymakers. After times of a happy fiscal and

monetary mix based on a common understanding of the benefits of low inflation, here

comes a time of searching for a new common understanding, this time about the speed

and signs of proper fiscal policy responses in a complex macroeconomic environment

of transition.

8. International Trade, FDIs and Isolation

Together with the GDP and wages (see Figure 11), imports were subdued during the

war due to the extremely low domestic demand. This resulted in a current account

surplus during most of the war period. Once the war ended and incomes increased, im-

ports exploded. The revival of domestic demand buoyed by the post-war consumer

catch-up/optimism and increased wages was in 1997 followed by the opening of the

banks to the household sector. Loans to the household sector in that year more than

doubled (from a relatively low base), which has additionally boosted domestic demand

and helped create a large current account deficit of 12.2 percent of the GDP. Additio-

nally, two one-off effects spurred huge import growth — expectation of the introduc-

tion of the VAT, and the tariff exemptions granted to the veterans and the population

affected by the war (see Vuj~i} and Prese~an, 1997). Once the one-off effects expired

and the monetary policy was tightened, the trend was reversed and the current acco-

unt deficit was substantially adjusted downwards, although it remains relatively

high29. All transition countries except Slovenia are financing their development by

running current account deficits, which is a desirable way of solving the intertempo-

ral problems of emerging economies. However, in a comparative perspective, Croatia,

together with Slovakia, has recorded the highest external deficits of all the advanced

transition countries and should therefore be careful about future financing sustaina-

bility. It is unlikely that deficits of this magnitude can be sustained for a prolonged pe-

riod without some sort of financing problems emerging.

More worrisome than the current account deficit, however, has been Croatia’s flat

export performance (see Figure 4). Even when the war effect is accounted for, the Cro-

atian trade performance has been quite disappointing. When compared to other ad-

vanced transition countries, it becomes particularly obvious how Croatian exports

underperform. Even when the war ended and the GDP started to recover, no growth

of exports has materialized that would be comparable to the achievements in other ad-

vanced CEECs. The remarkable GDP recovery in a postwar period was, in other

words, based on an expansion in domestic demand.

The breakup of Yugoslavia, which coincided with the beginning of the transition

period in Croatia, had two opposite consequences for Croatian openness/trade. On the

one hand, by definition, it made Croatia a more open economy, as more of its GDP

(that was previously traded with the former Yugoslav republics) became part of inter-
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national trade (which explains the large export growth presented in Figure 4 for both

Croatia and the Czech Republic, which had become divorced from Slovakia at the

same time). On the other hand, the war immediately started to influence Croatian

trade negatively because most of the links were broken with the eastern parts of the

former common country, which was a “natural” export market for domestic produc-

ers (as opposed to the case of the velvet divorce of Czechoslovakia, whereby these links

were preserved), and because the economy slumped into a much worse recession than

would have been the case without the war.

Some pieces of evidence on Croatian export competitiveness point to the worsen-

ing of the relative Croatian export potential. Vuj~i} and Prese~an (1997) use the

Gruber-Lloyd index, and Kumar and Zajc (1999) use the GL index and the Revealed

Comparative Advantage (RCA) indices on a more recent set of data. Both papers dem-

onstrate that the intra-industry integration of the Croatian economy with the EU is

substantially lower than in other advanced CEFTA countries. To the extent that a

lower level of intra-industry integration is an indicator of the trade potential of an

economy, the Croatian export industry does not look good. The RCA results also sug-

gest a relatively strong bias of Croatian exports toward labor intensive sectors, while

resource based industry is under-represented. The largest negative gap concerning

the RCA value as well as the export share is recorded in the capital intensive sector,

which in addition shows a clearly negative tendency .

It should be pointed out that Croatia has always been a trade deficit country but it

has been able to make up for much of the trade deficit through a service (mainly tour-

ism) surplus. A better indicator of its relative export performance is, therefore, the ex-

port of goods and services.

Figure 5 compares the export of goods and services per capita in 1997. Here, the

relative position of Croatia looks better, although only better than the Baltic States,

Bulgaria and Macedonia, since Poland and Romania (which are in any case perform-

ing poorly on the export front) are not comparably small and open economies. One can

expect that the further recovery of tourism will increase export performance. It is,

however, quite dangerous to rely heavily on a tourism as a dominant export industry

since it is a relatively low value-added sector and, in addition, sensitive to bad news,

which has proven to be quite a disadvantage in this region. The share of tourism in the

current account revenues in Croatia is comparable only to that of Greece among the

EU countries, which is not very encouraging given that Greece is lagging behind the

EU-core.

There are several reasons for such a relatively disappointing export performance

in Croatia, of which we would like to point out the most important in our judgment.

Tourism has been a hostage to the war and the subsequent regional instability. It is

straightforward to conclude that the war and instability in the region since the begin-

ning of the transition process have had an enormous impact upon the main Croatian

export industry. The potential for the recovery and further development of the tour-

ism industry is huge but will not happen quickly.

Exports were hostage to the lack of trade associations. Croatian trade is oriented

towards the EU as its most important trading partner (Table 10). Much less trade is

with the markets of the former Yugoslavia (including Slovenia), and even less with
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other CEECs (excluding Slovenia). A recent rise in exports to “other” countries is due

to the exports of ships to Liberia.

In contrast to the CEECs that have signed association agreements with the EU,

the share of Croatian trade with the EU is gradually declining (Table 11).

The extent of Croatian exclusion from trade agreements is well illustrated in Ta-

ble 12. The lack of the trade association agreements hurts Croatian exports through

various channels: a) the tariffs that Croatian exporters face are generally higher than

those for exporters from other CEECs, and the difference is growing larger over time;

b) the rule of origin in the EU and CEFTA countries works against Croatian exporters

– many have lost their partners because of that rule or have been unable to find part-

ners; c) foreign investors are reluctant to invest in Croatia as long as it does not have

an association agreement which provides a clear schedule of the trade relations with

the absolutely dominant market in the region – that of the EU.

In addition, export access to other CEEC markets has also been hampered by the

lack of a CEFTA trade agreement for Croatia (which is itself dependent on the EU as-

sociation agreement).

Missing FDIs. This leads us to the third important reason for the

underperformance of Croatian exports – missing FDIs. It is well documented in the

literature that there is a positive correlation among FDIs, export performance and

growth in emerging markets, particularly transition countries (see, for example,

Stankovsky [1996], Hoekman and Djankov [1996], Borensztein et al [1994]). The most

obvious and cited example is Hungary, which received the most FDIs of all the transi-

tion countries (Figure 6) and has recorded very good export performance since. Ap-

proximately eighty percent of all its exports have their origin in FDIs. The positive im-

pact of FDIs on exports is not only characteristic of emerging economies but also of the

OECD countries. The EU examples of Ireland or Portugal are well known (see, for ex-

ample, Walsh [1996]).

Compared to other advanced CEE countries, Croatia received relatively few FDIs.

The main reasons were as follows: war and the overall political situation in the region,

lack of trade associations with EU/CEFTA and protection of the vested interests

within the country.

In addition, labor costs increased substantially in the second stage of transition.

As with unemployment/employment, wages also chiefly mirrored the main real sector

trends during the transition process (see Figure 10): First, there was a huge slump at

the beginning of the nineties, with real wages bottoming out in the first quarter of

1993 at only 28 percent of their prewar level. This has been more a consequence of the

war than of transition. Only war can cause and bring people to accept such a dramatic

decline in the standard of living. The recovery picked up after the successful launch of

a stabilization program in October 1993. The quick catch up stage lasted until

mid-1995. Currently, only Slovenia has higher gross dollar wages than Croatia, which

makes Croatian labor relatively expensive compared to other CEECs, which in itself is

a partial reason for the lack of FDIs, although certainly not the primary one.
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9. Employment, unemployment and structural change

The concluding section is devoted to what transition is really about – the reallocation

of resources.

The Croatian output transition story is similar to the typical U-pattern observed

in other countries (see Figure 11). The important difference is that the Croatian

inflexion point was lower than in other transition countries (except for Bulgaria) be-

cause in Croatia the transition coincided with a war. That makes Croatia, together

with, to an even greater extent, Bosnia and Herzegovina, a unique central and East

European example of a country that went through a war during the first stage of tran-

sition.

The employment/unemployment picture accurately mirrors output develop-

ments, as was the case with other Central and East European (CEE) transition coun-

tries,30 with the exception of the Czech Republic.31

As in other transition countries, unemployment shot up very quickly once the

transition process started. There are, however, two specific features in the Croatian

case. First, unlike the other transition countries (except the former Yugoslavia), open

unemployment existed in Croatia long before the transition process started. In other

words, only part of the unemployment was hidden; the rest was already an open un-

employment problem at the beginning of transition. In 1990, immediately before

transition started, the unemployment rate in Croatia was already 9 percent. To the

extent that not all unemployment was disguised, the initial transition effect on the

unemployment rate was smaller than in other countries.

Second, unlike in other transition countries, Croatia went through a war in its

first years of transition, which resulted in a deeper recession than would have other-

wise been the case. To the extent that the war contributed to the slump in the early

nineties, the unemployment hike was higher than if it were solely due to the begin-

ning of the transition process.

Because these two specific features cancel out each other to some extent, the usual

unemployment hike occurred during the first years of transition. However, mainly

due to the war, it was higher than in other CEECs (see Figure 12).

Lack of reliable data prevents us from drawing a precise conclusion on the unem-

ployment level/trend in Croatia. An ILO-based labor force survey was first conducted

in 1996. Before, there was no reliable source of information on labor market statistics.

This is partially due to the fact that until 1995, almost a third of the territory was ef-

fectively under military occupation, and partially because although the bureau of sta-

tistics accurately recorded the demise of the old socialist sector, it was much less effi-

cient in recording the emergence of many small and medium-sized companies and the

employment therein. Moreover, the unemployment register has been assigned many

of the welfare-state functions. As a result, employment statistics were biased down-

wards and unemployment statistics upwards.
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This is well demonstrated by comparing the rate of unemployment registered

through employment offices with that obtained through the internationally compara-

ble ILO labor force survey. The two sources paint very different pictures of the unem-

ployment situation in Croatia.

The unemployment rate registered through employment offices is much higher32

in comparison to the CEEC average than the rate based on ILO methodology.33 What-

ever the source, however, the unemployment problem is serious and, more impor-

tantly, on the rise. Dealing with this problem is not going to be easy. Much of the un-

employment has structural roots, although labor market regulation does not prevent

flexibility to the extent that it does in the EU, so too much blame could not be placed

on that usual suspect. It will be, however, important not to allow new labor market ri-

gidities to be introduced in the future, especially once the association process with the

EU picks up.

The structural characteristics of much of the unemployment problem are not sur-

prising, given the rapid pace of the structural change in the first stage of transition.

Structural change in the Croatian labor market has been characterized by a rela-

tively rapid change in the structure of employment in a desirable direction. As shown

by Vuj~i} (1998), compared to other transition countries, Croatia was the most suc-

cessful in terms of the speed and direction of the structural change34 during the early

years of the transition process. However, the process of labor market restructuring

has mainly been a consequence of job destruction in sectors with high hidden unem-

ployment rather than job creation in sectors with growth potential. The labor market

has mostly mirrored developments in the real sector. Of course, this could have been

expected, since the demand for labor is simply derived from the demand for the goods

and services that it helps to produce.

The sectors which experienced the largest job losses percentage-wise were manu-

facturing, where employment was nearly halved, and agriculture, to a somewhat

lesser extent. However, as overall employment fell dramatically (partly due to the

war-related loss of population), the share of agriculture in total employment fell only

slightly, while that of manufacturing fell somewhat more (see Figures 13–16). Some

job destruction would still be welcomed because the current level of employment is

also reflected in the extent of arrears (soft budget constraints) and/or open subsidies,

whose share in the budget has been constantly increasing.

Some of the workers who lost jobs in the manufacturing sector went back to agri-

culture as a primary activity, which then contributed to the less than desirable decline

in the share of agriculture in total employment. Interestingly, it seems that in some

countries – Romania, Poland and Bulgaria – the same phenomenon has resulted in an

actual rise in the share of agriculture in total employment.
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32 This is primarily because many people register in order to obtain welfare or war-related benefits.

33 There is, however, a question of the complete comparability of the ILO surveys. In Croatia, the 1997

ILO survey was conducted in June when the unemployment rate is somewhat lower than average due

to seasonal factors.

34 The desirable long-run target for a structural change was defined as being congruent to the EU em-

ployment structure.



Services, on the other hand, which were traditionally well developed in Croatia,

increased their share even more. The two branches that recorded the highest job gains

since transition started are trade and finance. Nevertheless, these two sectors also re-

main the potentially highest job gainers in the future, since their share in overall em-

ployment is still much lower than in a typical OECD economy. There is considerable

reallocation of resources yet to be done and this is what transition is all about.

In the next stage, however, if the unemployment rate is to be lowered, most of the

structural change should come in form of the job creation, rather than job destruction

which characterized the first two stages of transition.
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APPENDIX

Table 1a. CPI Inflation in Selected Central and South East European Transition Countries (in percent)

Average

1991 – 1998

Standard

deviation

1991 – 1998

Average in the first

stage of transition

1991 – 1993

Standard deviation

in the first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Average in the

second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Standard deviation

in the second stage

of transition

1994 – 1998

Bulgaria 236.0 355.0 167.5 148.4 277.2 451.6

Croatia 293.8 474.0 779.1 470.4 2.7 3.3

Czech Republic 17.0 16.5 29.5 24.0 9.4 0.9

Hungary 22.9 6.6 26.8 7.1 20.5 5.6

Poland 32.4 18.6 50.0 17.8 21.8 8.6

Romania 132.3 82.4 212.2 43.0 84.3 57.3

Slovakia 17.2 18.6 31.5 26.6 8.6 3.1

Slovenia 51.3 70.9 117.1 84.5 11.8 4.8

AVERAGE 100.4 130.3 176.7 102.7 54.5 66.9

Table 1b. Real Output Growth in Selected Central and South East European Transition Countries (in per-

cent)

Average

1991 – 1998

Standard

deviation

1991 – 1998

Average in the first

stage of transition

1991 – 1993

Standard deviation

in the first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Average in the

second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Standard deviation

in the second stage

of transition

1994 – 1998

Bulgaria –3.9 5.9 –7.0 5.1 –2.0 6.0

Croatia –1.6 10.6 –13.6 6.8 5.6 1.7

Czech Republic –1.1 6.6 –6.9 7.4 2.3 3.1

Hungary –0.2 5.6 –5.7 5.7 3.0 1.7

Poland 3.5 4.9 –0.8 6.1 6.1 0.9

Romania –3.1 8.5 –9.2 9.3 0.6 6.2

Slovakia 0.5 8.5 –8.9 6.4 6.1 1.0

Slovenia 1.1 5.3 –3.9 6.0 4.1 0.7

AVERAGE –0.6 7.0 –7.0 6.6 3.2 2.6
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Table 1c. Fiscal Deficit to GDP Ratio in Selected Central and South East European Transition Countries

(in percent)

Average

1991 – 1998

Standard

deviation

1991 – 1998

Average in the first

stage of transition

1991 – 1993

Standard deviation

in the first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Average in the

second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Standard deviation

in the second stage

of transition

1994 – 1998

Bulgaria –5.6 3.4 –6.4 3.9 –5.2 3.5

Croatia –0.7 2.0 –1.9 3.1 0.0 0.8

Czech Republic –0.6 1.2 –1.5 1.4 –0.1 1.0

Hungary –6.0 1.9 –6.3 1.8 –5.7 2.1

Poland –3.0 1.4 –4.2 1.6 –2.3 0.6

Romania –3.6 1.2 –2.7 1.5 –4.1 0.4

Slovakia –4.6 1.8 –4.3 1.7 –4.8 2.0

Slovenia 0.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 –0.4 0.6

AVERAGE –3.0 1.8 –3.2 2.0 –2.8 1.4

Table 1d. Money Growth Per Unit of Output in Selected Central and South East European Transition Co-

untries (in percent)

Average

1991 – 1998

Standard

deviation

1991 – 1998

Average in the

first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Standard deviation

in the first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Average in the

second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Standard deviation in

the second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Bulgaria 172.7 311.7 47.4 319.1 222.8 366.9

Croatia 198.5 290.2 611.6 114.3 33.2 42.7

Czech Republic 6.5 21.3 5.8 24.1 6.7 23.2

Hungary 15.1 11.0 24.4 17.2 11.4 6.9

Poland 25.5 13.7 32.4 6.9 22.7 15.3

Romania 66.0 26.1 75.3 25.8 62.3 28.2

Slovakia 2.0 14.1 8.5 20.5 –0.6 12.8

Slovenia 42.3 43.9 88.9 71.1 23.7 10.3

AVERAGE 66.1 91.5 111.8 40.8 47.8 63.3
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Table 1e. Merchandise Imports to GDP (openness) in Selected Central and South East European Transi-

tion Countries (in percent)

Average

1991 – 1998

Standard

deviation

1991 – 1998

Average in the first

stage of transition

1991 – 1993

Standard deviation

in the first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Average in the

second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Standard deviation

in the second stage

of transition

1994 – 1998

Bulgaria 43 8 43 9 42 8

Croatia 39 8 36 13 41 4

Czech Republic 47 7 39 3 51 5

Hungary 38 8 32 2 42 8

Poland 25 5 20 2 28 5

Romania 26 4 24 5 27 3

Slovakia 54 5 57 7 53 4

Slovenia 48 5 44 8 50 1

AVERAGE 40 6 37 6 42 5

Table 1f. Current Account Deficit to GDP Ratio in Selected Central and South East European Transition

Countries (in percent)

Average

1991 – 1998

Standard

deviation

1991 – 1998

Average in the first

stage of transition

1991 – 1993

Standard deviation

in the first stage of

transition

1991 – 1993

Average in the

second stage of

transition

1994 – 1998

Standard deviation

in the second stage

of transition

1994 – 1998

Bulgaria –1.5 4.1 –5.1 4.7 0.7 1.7

Croatia –2.6 6.7 1.8 4.5 –5.2 6.6

Czech Republic –2.2 3.9 1.2 3.1 –4.3 2.8

Hungary –3.6 4.2 –2.4 5.7 –4.2 3.6

Poland –2.1 1.4 –1.6 1.2 –2.3 1.5

Romania –4.4 2.7 –5.3 2.4 –3.9 3.1

Slovakia –4.1 6.3 –5.0 n.a. –3.9 7.0

Slovenia 1.8 2.7 3.4 3.6 0.9 1.8

AVERAGE –2.3 4.0 –1.6 n.a. –2.8 3.5

Source: International Financial Statistics, Central European Quarterly.
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Figure 1a. Money Growth per Unit of Output and Inflation for
Eight Selected Transition Countries 1992 – 1998
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Figure 1b. Money Growth per Unit of Output and Inflation for
Eight Selected Transition Countries 1994 – 1998

Table 2. Econometric Results: Determinants of Average Inflation 1993 – 1997 for a Sample of 44 Develo-

ping Countries (Including 8 Transition Countries); t– tests in parenthesis

Independent

variables Eq. 1 Eq. 2 Eq. 3 Eq. 4 Eq. 5 Eq. 6 Eq. 7 Eq. 8

MPU 1.1422

(29.86)

1.1578

(34.62)

0.9849

(10.63)

1.0308

(12.61)

0.9809

(10.53)

1.0284

(12.41)

0.9703

(11.12)

1.0147

(12.96)

CRO –35.7393

(–3.88)

–34.0413

(–3.76)

–33.5380

(–3.62)

–30.7126

(–3.50)

VAREX 16.9097

(1.85)

13.5842

(1.70)

18.5851

(1.98)

14.3417

(1.72)

20.8409

(2.39)

17.0196

(2.18)

OPEN –3.2555

(–0.80)

–1.3765

(–0.38)

OUTPUT –0.7749

(–2.55)

–0.6131

(2.24)

Rsquared 0.942 0.957 0.947 0.960 0.947 0.960 0.954 0.965

MPU – average growth of money per unit of output 1993 – 1997

CRO – dummy for Croatia

VAREX – coefficient of variation of the nominal exchange rate (local currency vs. USD) 1992 – 1997

OPEN – imports/GDP (average from 1992 to 1997)

OUTPUT – average real output growth 1993 – 1997.

Countries included in the sample: Argentina, Belize, Chile, Costa Rica, Cote d’Ivore, Ecuador, Egypt, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras,

Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, Kenya, Korea, Kuwait, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Marocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Sau-

di Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Bulgaria, Croatia,

the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia.

Sources: International Financial Statistics; for transition countries combined with Vienna Institute Monthly Report.
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Table 3. Cumulative Net Capital Inflows (minus current account balance minus reserves which is equal to

financial account excl. reserve assets plus net errors and omissions) to GDP in percent

Inflows / GDP Variability of inflowsa

Developing countries (without transition countries;

n = 36) in period 1992 – 1997 29.0 3.9

Transition countries (n = 8) in period 1993 – 1997b 29.9 4.9

Croatia 28.4 6.4

a Standard deviation of annual net capital inflows to GDP ratios.
b Shortening by one year for transition countries was performed because in some cases there are no reliable BOP data for 1992. Besides,

inflows were modest in 1992 and do not have a significant influence on the conclusions.

Source: International Financial Statistics.

Table 4. Econometric Results with Currency Substitution (CURSUB); t– tests in parenthesis

Independent variables Eq. 1 Eq. 2 Eq. 3

(Venezuela 40%)

Eq. 4

(Venezuela 40%)

MPU 1.0039

(11.79)

1.0336

(13.04)

1.0212

(13.15)

1.0438

(14.27)

CRO –27.1276

(–2.85)

–22.9143

(–3.37)

VAREX 21.5872

(2.54)

17.2298

(2.15)

23.4386

(3.02)

19.7177

(2.67)

CURSUB – 21.0731

(– 2.99)

–13.3816

(–1.90)

–28.6188

(–4.40)

–22.9143

(–2.62)

Rsquared 0.956 0.963 0.964 0.969

Table 5. Financial Depth (broad money to GDP 1993 – 1997 in percent) and Currency Substitution in Selec-

ted Transition Countries

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Average

depth

1993 – 97

Standard

deviation

1993 – 97

Currency

substitution

(FXD/M) 1995

Croatia 25.9 20.0 25.0 33.9 41.0 29.2 8.3 57.4

Bulgaria 77.5 78.0 64.9 71.2 33.6 65.0 18.4 28.4

Czech Republic 70.0 73.1 84.0 79.4 76.2 76.5 5.4 5.9

Hungary 56.8 52.2 50.0

Poland 35.9 36.7 36.1 37.6 39.7 37.2 1.5 20.4

Romania 22.3 21.4 25.1 28.0 25.0 24.4 2.6 21.7

Slovakia 68.8 67.7 68.3 71.2 68.2 68.8 1.4 11.1

Slovenia 35.0 40.3 42.2 43.8 47.7 41.8 4.7 31.7

Sources: International Financial Statistics, Central European Quarterly, Bulletins of National Banks, Balino et. al.(1999).
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Table 6. Velocity of Broad Money and its Components (domestic and foreign) in Croatia 1994 – 1998

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Velocity of M4a 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.4 2.4

% change in V(M4) –20.0 –25.0 –20.0 0.0

Velocity of FXDa 10.0 7.0 5.0 4.0 3.6

% change in V(FXD) –30.0 –28.6 –20.0 –10.0

Velocity of M2a 10.0 9.3 7.5 6.0 7.2

% change in V(M2) –7.0 – 9.3 –20.0 20.0

a M2 encompasses the domestic currency component of M4, i.e. M1 + time and savings deposits in kuna + bonds, so that M4 = M2 +

FXD.

Source: Croatian National Bank Bulletin.

Table 7. Number of Banks in Croatia by Size of Assets 1993 – 1998

Number of banks

Size (value of assets)

less than 1 billion HRK

Size (value of assets)

1 – 10 billion HRK

Size (value of assets)

more than 10 billion HRK

1993 43 35 6 2

1994 50 40 8 2

1995 53 42 9 2

1996 57 42 13 2

1997 60 41 17 2

1998 60 37 21 2

HRK 1 billion � USD 140 million

Source: Croatian National Bank Bulletin.

Table 8. Capital Inflows and Monetary Indicators 1993 – 1998, in percent

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Net capital inflows/Exportsa –2.4 0.0 24.5 16.0 32.4 21.4

Repatriationb /Exportsa 4.5 5.1 12.1 17.0 6.4 12.3

Growth rate of FX depositsc ... 62.1 60.7 54.6 42.5 20.5

Increase in FX depositsb/Exports ... 7.8 13.5 17.7 18.4 11.7

Growth of real M2 ... 90.7 16.9 37.5 25.8 –5.9

Lending interest ratec 59.0 15.4 22.3 18.5 14¸1 16.1

Deposit interest ratec 27.4 5.0 6.1 4.2 4.4 4.1

CPI inflationc 1149.3 –3.0 3.7 3.4 3.8 5.4

Rate of obligatory reserve requirementc 25.9 28.9 41.4 35.9 32.0 30.0

a Exports of goods and services.
b Repatriation is calculated as the decrease of foreign exchange holdings of other sectors from the balance of payments statistics. It does

not correspond to an increase in foreign exchange deposits with domestic banks. FX deposits can grow because of current transactions

(transfers or income from abroad, or unrecorded exports of goods and services).
c End of year.

Source: Croatian National Bank Bulletin.
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Table 9. Banks’ Interest Rates, Expected Depreciationa and Distribution of Foreign Exchange Deposits bet-

ween “Good” and “Bad” Banksb 1995:Q1 – 1999:Q1

I(mm) I(tkd) I(tfxd) I(dif) E(e) I(dif)– E(e) I(good) I(bad) Share(good) Share(bad)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Q1/95 17.2 9.9 ... ... –1.5 ... ... ... ... ...

Q2/95 19.1 10.8 ... ... –3.8 ... ... ... ... ...

Q3/95 23.0 11.4 6.6 4.8 4.2 0.6 ... ... ... ...

Q4/95 25.2 13.0 6.5 6.5 9.1 –2.6 ... ... ... ...

Q1/96 29.7 15.0 6.8 8.2 –2.9 11.1 ... ... ... ...

Q2/96 26.3 14.6 6.5 8.1 –8.9 17.0 ... ... ... ...

Q3/96 11.4 12.7 6.5 6.2 –5.8 12.0 ... ... ... ...

Q4/96 10.0 10.3 7.6 2.7 1.2 3.9 ... ... ... ...

Q1/97 11.4 9.9 6.4 3.5 1.4 4.9 ... ... 74.9 25.1

Q2/97 11.3 9.9 6.1 3.8 –0.9 4.7 ... ... 74.3 25.7

Q3/97 9.3 9.4 5.9 3.5 –1.9 5.4 ... ... 73.7 26.3

Q4/97 8.9 8.9 6.1 2.8 –2.5 5.3 ... ... 71.0 29.0

Q1/98 10.1 9.0 7.2 1.8 0.2 1.6 4.7 8.3 70.4 29.6

Q2/98 16.0 9.7 7.4 2.3 12.6 –10.3 5.0 8.1 73.1 26.9

Q3/98 16.0 9.7 6.6 3.1 –3.8 6.9 5.2 8.2 74.7 25.3

Q4/98 15.8 8.7 5.4 3.3 16.0 –12.7 4.8 8.2 75.9 24.1

Q1/99 15.7 8.8 5.3 3.5 16.1 –12.6 4.7 8.2 77.2 22.8

a Expected depreciation E(e) is calculated as the annualized end-quarterly change of the expected nominal HRK/DM exchange rate,

whereas the expected level of the exchange rate is assumed to be produced by an AR (b) process.

b “Bad” banks used for the calculation of foreign exchange deposit interest rates (column no. 8) are classified as “bad” either because

they already failed or because they exhibit striking similarity regarding liquidity and interest rate policies to the banks that have failed

already. “Good” banks (column 7) are banks with strikingly different liquidity positions and interest rate policies. These two groups of

banks need not correspond to “good” and “bad” banks which are used for the calculation of group shares in the total FX deposits, altho-

ugh overlapping between the two classification schemes is significant. All the banks that are “bad” in the classification for interest data

(column 8) are also bad in the classification for deposit data, but the classification for deposit data additionally includes a number of

banks (additional 7) that are using central bank short-run liquidity loans. The “good” ones are the others.

I(mm) – money market interest rate (monthly data are averages of daily observations)

I(tkd) – weighted average interest rate on time kuna deposits (deposit inflows used as weights, so interest rates are marginal)

I(tfxd) – weighted average interest rate on time foreign exchange deposits (same method of calculation as for I(tkd))

I(dif) – interest differential: I(tkd) – I(tfxd)

E(e) – see (a) above

I(good) – unweighted interest rate paid on foreign exchange time deposits in good banks (see (b) above for the definition of good banks)

I(bad) – analogous to I(good)

Share (good) – share of good banks in total foreign exchange deposits with domestic banks (see (b) above for the definition of good

banks)

Share (bad) – analogous to Share (good)

Source: CNB Bulletin, Special Calculations by CNB Research & Statistics.
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Table 10. Merchandise Trade by Destination as a Percentage of the Total

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Exports, f.o.b.

EU 53% 57% 59% 58% 51% 50% 48%

Former YU 22% 29% 23% 23% 27% 30% 26%

CEECa 14% 0% 9% 9% 8% 10% 10%

Other 12% 14% 9% 10% 14% 10% 17%

Imports, c.i.f.

EU 47% 56% 59% 62% 59% 59% 59%

Former YU 23% 17% 11% 11% 11% 10% 11%

CEECa 5% 4% 11% 9% 11% 12% 12%

Other 25% 23% 19% 17% 19% 18% 18%

a Excluding former YU

Source: CBS
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Table 11. Trade with the EU as a Percentage of Total Trade

1990 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

EXPORTS

Bulgaria 5.6 31.5 30.0 37.6 37.7 39.1 43.3

Czech R. 38.4 61.6 49.4 54.1 60.9 58.2 59.9

Croatia 59.9 52.5 57.5 59.4 57.7 51.0 49.8

Hungary 54.1 62.3 58.1 72.0 69.3 69.8 77.5

Poland 52.7 65.7 69.2 69.2 70.0 66.2 64.0

Romania 44.1 35.2 41.3 56.0 61.7 62.2 64.8

Slovak R. 45.6 50.1 29.5 39.3 40.9 44.8 ...

Slovenia 64.8 78.6 63.2 65.6 67.0 64.6 63.3

IMPORTS

Bulgaria 11.5 35.5 32.8 37.5 37.2 35.1 37.3

Czech R. 40.5 58.9 52.3 55.7 61.1 62.4 61.5

Croatia 54.9 47.5 56.4 59.2 62.1 59.4 59.5

Hungary 43.1 60.0 54.4 61.1 61.5 59.8 62.8

Poland 51.1 62.0 64.7 65.3 64.7 63.9 63.8

Romania 44.1 35.2 41.4 56.0 61.6 62.2 64.8

Slovak R. 44.8 46.4 27.9 33.4 34.8 37.3 39.5

Slovenia 69.0 74.3 65.6 69.2 76.9 67.5 67.4

Source: WIIW.
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Table 13. Fiscal Indicators 1994 – 1998

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Revenues (consolidated central government, million kuna) 36,882.3 43,283.1 48,396.6 53,345.3 65,110.6

Revenues (as % of GDP) 42.2 44.0 44.8 43.4 48.0

Expenditures (consolidated central government, million kuna) 35,469.3 44,166.1 48,874.0 54,931.9 64,228.5

Expenditures (as % of GDP) 40.6 44.9 45.3 44.7 47.3

Balance (million kuna) 1,413.0 –883.0 –477.4 –1,586.7 882.1

Balance (as % of GDP) 1.6 –0.9 –0.4 –1.3 0.7

Foreign financing –13.0 755.2 931.1 3,111.7 86.8

Foreign financing (as % of GDP) 0.0 0.8 0.9 2.5 0.1

Foreign financing (as % of BOP current account balancea) –1.6 11.1 20.1 22.4 0.9

Domestic financing –1,400.0 127.9 –453.7 –1,525.1 –968.9

Domestic financing (as % of GDP) –1.6 0.1 –0.4 –1.2 –0.7

Banks’ claims on government (as % of banks’ total assets, end of year) 32.9 27.6 24.9 18.0 16.1

Expenditures / M4 (in %) 203.0 180.0 133.6 109.1 113.6

Real rate of growth of expenditures 22.1 6.9 8.5 10.6

Real rate of growth of GDP 5.9 6.8 6.0 6.5 2.7

Budgetary central government expenditures

– budget planb

28,956.8 31,621.7 33,854.7 37,477.4

(42,754.6)

Outcome 28,476.6 30,972.8 34,395.2 41,473.2

(Outcome – budget plan) / GDP (in %) –0.5 –0.6 0.4 3.0

(–1.0)

Balance of the budgetary central government in millions of kuna 2,410.3 1,791.5 3,775.6 4,436.7 9,683.2

Balance (as % of GDP) 2.8 1.8 3.5 3.6 7.1

Balance of the extrabudgetary funds –997.3 –2,674.6 –4,253.0 –6,023.4 –8,801.1

Balance (as % of GDP) –1.1 –2.7 –3.9 –4.9 –6.5

a This indicator shows the direct role of the central government in financing the current account deficit. Note that in 1994, the current

account was in surplus and foreign debt was net repaid, so the indicator turned out to be negative. In the other four years, the current

account was in deficit while foreign debt was on the rise, so the indicator was positive by definition.
b By mid 1998, there was a revision of the budget plan. The originally planned figure is in the first row and the revised figure is in paren-

theses below.

Sources: Monthly Statistical Review of the Ministry of Finance, various issues, CNB Bulletin May 1999, CBS.
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